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Abstract: The contradictory is an appearance. Investigating John Cage, James Joyce,
Joseph Beuys and Enric Miralles we get to learn that game, constriction, contradiction
and chance are homogeneous strategies in the processes based on an artistic
evolutionary commitment, being this a key factor to assume established creative
processes in a critical realism and a relational aesthetic. Taking reality as it is, not
escaping from what the voices mean to be a block for the development and even be
open to the dialogue, assume the complexity of the real thing, not shutting oneself up
in the known, but being open to the unknown, relaxing in swampy fields without
yearning for safe structures, is the base of an education which will teach selfsufficiency capacity and self-management to people, promoting the ambition for a
critical and constructive life together. Contradictions must underlie the echo of the
memories, which emerges from the subconscious, forming an essential part of the
creative processes and being on the other hand the mirror of the context we live and
in which we take active part. The paradox as a unifier of reflection. Reality is also an
appearance.
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Irma Arribas

Introduction
It is through art appreciation that citizens develop their judgment. (Kant 1790)
Through reflections on these four characters from different artistic disciplines, this
paper attempts to investigate the processes that established their practices in order to
observe from there the existence of a relationship in the method of working the
projective intelligence.
The results are formally different, but establishing the substrate beneath them
answers a common nature, the reality with which we work.
After understanding the starting point from where their social and cultural
processes are established, the processes developed in drifts, facing a direction not only
consistent with the starting point, but also with the manner of driving, this goal and this
process being vehicular; the true soul of the discourse for those who strive towards a
careful search to record, filter, observe, and reflect, critically and responsibly.
Among all the disciplines collected from the exercise of these four artists, there is
one that needs especially to be reconsidered: architecture.
(...) it will point the way towards an architecture liberated from buildings to engage
the central issues of our society instead of the tombs of architecture, ie buildings,
present specific installations, visions and experiences to help us understand, make
sense and feel at home in our modern world. (Betsky, Aaron)
The real crisis of architecture is not in the recent real estate bubble burst affecting
with more intensity some groups and sectors. The reality of the crisis of architecture
lies essentially in the mismanagement focused on the field of teaching (at least in some
countries), framing it in sectors that do not belong, separating it from the creative field
to other ways closer to the technological and scientific.
Miralles collects Schindler's words:
Here's the authentic way of architecture: space. (Miralles, Enric 1990)
And Miralles affirms and says:
This means that what exists before us supports our back of construction (Miralles,
Enric 1990)
Architecture is not just construction, building, knowledge of the stability of buildings
in science and physics, in compliance and management, attention to materials from
their weather resistance, temperature or noise.
Architecture is a tool which allows us, by analogy, to compare it to a musical
instrument that vibrates and sounds, where what matters is the effect, operation, its
role in the broader sense. To Inhabit is to extract the music from an instrument. The
narrative aspects of architecture are based on this way of understanding the room
because the story is like a melody issued by that instrument capable of sounding a
variety of ways. (Navarro Baldeweg, Juan 2007)
Rejecting the nature of "fine art" reveals some data of the society in which we live:
it have to be aware to be able to exercise the necessary pressure to restructure not a
new robust and hierarchical system (like the one used to dominate the world) but to
create the real network system in force in the functioning of the structures but not
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consolidated, designed, graphing and published – probably because it is more complex
than we think, and the inherited structure of power is even not interested.
This network is established and currently lives with us. It has a molecular structure
similar to liquids where the molecules are further apart than in solids, randomly located
and changing over time. Furthermore, the liquid has infinite forms that are dependent
on its container.
The architecture develops and communicates ideas of man's confrontation with the
world through plastic emotions. The eternal task of architecture is to create embodied
existential metaphors and intensities that materialize and structure our being in the
world. Architecture is the art of reconciliation between ourselves and the world, it is
this meditation that takes place through the senses. (Pallasmaa, Juhani 2005)
The fact that architecture is detached from its reality and has been assigned an
outdated and anachronistic teaching responds to the way that the economy has
influenced it. Architecture is a complex discipline. Architects not only live with it, but
also politicians who rely on it to sell the glory of their towns while risking failure; but
also involved are planners, national budgets and international manufacturers and
factories, interior designers, etc.. And all this to give shelter to a society totally
manipulated by the aforementioned, who are really defining the architectural product
rather than the client who meets every week with the architect.
The architecture has become powerful. The economic market that moves around
you is large and involves several sectors. That is why education is forged, in every way,
in its structure, dynamics and methodology, directly or indirectly to promote this
channel.
Architecture needs to be understood and framed in a standard objective knowledge
undoubtedly based on certainties, where the emotional side, or as they say "romantic",
is capricious and unrelated to what is really important, scientific, objective, registered
in reports, tables, measurements and budgets.
The architecture therefore is framed in some countries within polytechnics which
understand much of science.
In the current and outdated educational system, the objective knowledge has no
doubts. Educating within these margins, forging these thoughts, points out that in the
countries where there are cut-off marks for university access, higher marks are always
referred to universities based on established studies or in objective or scientific
knowledge. On the other side stand university education as art studies or even teacher
training colleges for which the lower marks for access are required.
The fact is totally ridiculous, while biased and manipulative. The universities
requesting access to higher grades are related to those studies that form people in
handling the current economic system. The reality in which we now stand is that the
economic system has changed, and secondly, even if changed, does it makes sense that
education is based on these reflections? Does it makes sense that education is at the
service of the disciplines, emphasizing the other disciplines and training to become an
economic production system in the style of the industrial revolution? Or maybe
education should affect more people in order to train them as committed individuals,
critical, reflective, thoughtful and well-regarded in the community?
Of course, the current “remote control” training offered to trainees to be working in
the economic system is, on the other hand, showing the ineffectiveness of
premeditated objectives, since the system is changing and not education. It also shows
that this type of training deprotects the individual as a complete and educated entity
and aware, unable to be a cohesive unit.
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Is it the right time to see the reality of the collapse of the structures, the status
change, disintegration of solids, to understanding the degree zero exercise in relocating
parts and the relationship between them?
Dysfunction between science and emotion, between objective knowledge and
intuition, deserves to be reconsidered, trying to bring the two left and right
hemispheres to configure a single unit. Creativity is the engine that can solve these
dysfunctions and empower students in mastering skills and strategies for developing
and channeling data.
The reality of the crisis in architecture is this: Addressing the discipline from
education is the way to unlock the ghosts that dominate it.
That is why making comparisons with the processes which develop other artistic
disciplines will help us to establish guidelines to govern the process, based on creativity
and attention to the surrounding reality. Knowing how to look and develop a judgment
while at the same time conducting a process or reflection through creative mechanisms
that promote dialogue with the author’s practice to refine and shape while fully
integrating agents and data, offering a polished and exquisite product , offering
embedded and just questions and answers.
I believe in the power of the imagination to remake the world, to release the truth
within us, to stop the night, to transcend death, to charm motorways, to ingratiate
ourselves with birds, to achieve confidences of madmen. (Ballard, JG 2008)
To operate from creativity it is necessary to undersatnd the starting point where
the structures are located, as we mentioned above, but on the other hand, it is
necessary to unlock all preset burdens in the collective imagination associated with
words like fear, drift, game , distracting looks, infinite integration, fall, ruin, maze,
contradiction or error, as they are what will help us understand more, process, and
plan better.
In one’s consideration and real understanding, not only lies a world of creative
possibilities, but censorship reveals what the current system exercises on them,
precisely how powerful they are, the reality and force they contain, by the creative
capacities that lie in them and because in consideration they open the doors of
freedom.
These are the bases of operation of the four artists featured. These are concepts,
data, reflections that necessarily must be considered in order to work out in the
creative process, in a planned intelligence, which educates us to develop strategies and
skills to solve without fear, through play, often drifting without fear of falling,
integrating everything that we find oftentimes contradictory where it is often wrong.
The strength (of observation) is not easy to grasp the truth of things and to express
as accurately as possible, but in discovering hidden and hidden connections. (...) It is
expected the interest of the circle of pure sensitivity to penetrate in the field of
productive forces, trainers and creators. (Miralles, Enric 1988)
If we analyze the creative strategies that each artist uses in its processes, we can
understand the power of their tools, awareness of their actions, the consistency of
their actions, the use of factors and using the creative process.
The "Literature without words" by James Joyce is a brilliant artistic dialectic.
James Joyce sought the artwork that constituted the equivalent of the world,
moving from the ordered universe of his childhood and adolescence to the open
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universe, ever expanding, trying to find an module of order, a rule, a reading, an
education that defines a form.
This conflict of trying to shape the natural and real chaos in moving society, is part
of the work of James Joyce that develops through his literary practices.
In the James Joyce’s work, Ulysses, there lives in exemplary and miraculous balance
the image of the new world resting on the foundations of the old world, where he
keeps the form but not the substance of that structure. James Joyce’s following works
try to represent chaos across multiple modules more appropriate to their nature. The
evolution of his work assumes a search for balance and form, once disclosed the
disturbing contemporary movements. According to Wilder (1957) terrible is the day to
live with a mindset past, not current. James Joyce is a good example in the struggle and
search for that accommodation and investigation of processes in which the work of art
must be involved from now on.
It is in early 1900s when this pyramid that organizes references, knowledge and
possibilities begins to falter. A solid structure that vanishes, appearing in the antihierarchical values game without intentions of " being supreme", where the complex
man by nature, but not in order or external documentation, takes place in everyday
life, quiet, capable of revealing and showing the extremes of humanity lie hidden and
that shape the fundamentals of the universo.
James Joyce, like other artists of the time, expressed in these circumstances the
need to understand, record and display his work through the contemporary spirit that
began to emerge.
The continuity which manifest reflective and analytical agents of that time in the
development of contemporary discovery, is the difficulty of misunderstanding arising
from a structure that still remains tied to the classical values of order, permanent and
enforceable, and which remain willfully blind when fear and chaos and destruction
processes of man's own daily living are manifested in its true light. This last finding still
has echoes in the present. The need to unlock the fear and take on the chaos as
realities are necessary to be able to proceed into the future. Building an education
where it is assumed the true reality is the basis from where we can establish and form
ourselves.
Finnegans Wake is a work of James Joyce that warns of the formulas of a new logic
that can find a "figure" corresponding to this new order. The figure may not always be
able to translate abstract forms, being able to generate figures "ambiguous" porters
emotional component, rather than the reflection of something not imaginable.
Finnegans Wake is actually the prototype of a new vessel into another type of
structure, the linguistics, capable of offering a vision of an expressible world by
hypothesis only as reason and verifiable through tools that go beyond the senses. The
narrative structure is presented is confronted with logic, full of emotional content and
tries to expose a world that we do not yet understand.
Through these unveiled records the procedure and positioning James Joyce
generates before the new reality, offering a creative response within the literary action
log.
James Joyce's attitude against this new stage involves acquiring a new use of
language caused by a new contemporary reality.
James Joyce was able to intuit all relevant issues that were brewing at the time, the
fall of the myths, the slaking of time, the vertigo of consciousness, the deaf and
fluctuating life of cities. The characters in his works are true vagabonds of our time who
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reflect the importance of a human life governed largely by the irrelevant and guided by
an everyday behavior.
James Joyce's handling is in the approach to the problems of contemporary man,
always rich in experiences and realities, reflected in his works, where the conglomerate
is spectacular.
The "Music without melody" of John Cage is a brilliant reflection on the margins and
environment considerations that the system established on the music, extrapolated to
to the other side of another dimensions. To access the music of John Cage forest, these
true margins reveal and may enter only those fortunate to be able to understand the
keys that are hidden there.
Acceptance of sounds, silence and noise, resulting from the exercise of sound artists
as John Cage, with its strategies and philosophy, have opened architectures sound to
current realities, with solid foundations and materials. Delving into these terms is
concluded in a sound material, synthesis of the artist's work.
Today the sounds do not suffer discrimination. Within them the noise as sound is a
fight in favor of what the Varèse began with his "Lonistation" in the thirties and in
which John Cage has continued, opening the margins of music, existing margins, not
created or taxes .
Only a fine educated ear can enjoy more records. Only a well-educated person is
able to access more knowledge, to live more intensely, to know more and himself, to
empower the strategies and better focus his mission.
This is the basis of education, shaping people to expand margins and exercise skills
in order to be more open and operate in the world around us.
We have become aware of the sounds we'd never heard before. (Cage, John 1970)
Sound, noise and silence are the tools faithful to the strategies that the artist
pursues and that makes possible his work.
Instruments capable of generating this discourse must also be reconsidered in order
to establish sound strategies raised.
The old instruments, inherited, are reinvented by John Cage generating these new
sounds, eliminating the old idea of an instrument as an item that engages in preexisting sounds.
The use of material instruments sacredly reserved for the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, under which coined the word "music", is altered to produce
under the language of John Cage the handling of broader contemporary times,
committed as it is released as an "organization of sounds."
Technology, which John Cage sees as a potential diversifier, is assumed by this artist
as a tool capable of improving the world that can be implemented. The ability to create
differences and multiplicities for John Cage has three objectives. First, the technology
will be the reléase of an element that leads to social equality; secondly, the technology
will restore harmony with nature and technology; and thirdly it will operate in a change
of mind, transmuting hierarchies.
Through this discourse, John Cage implements the possibility of using electronic
instruments at the service of the "organization of sound" which can be heard. The
exploration in this field will propose a new focused debate between noise and so-called
musical sounds and not between dissonance and consonance, belonging to past
structures that are governed by harmony as a measurement tool in the field of sound
and of useless value in the more universal camp of sound and the time when John Cage
resides.
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Another consideration in the environment of this new instrument for generating
musical understanding are the elements that surround us and are with us, like trucks,
microwaves, coffee or washing machine. They are also "organized sound" and
therefore to John Cage deserve special attention as components of discourse.
Again, as we see with James Joyce, open margins of disciplines, strategies enabled
by consideration, reflection, critique and creativity, assist in favor of a free and
conscious system, established in current databases and with capacity for the future.
For John Cage, composer and listener, is similarly situated to the world, rejecting art
and theology of man, obliterating the notion of work, opening the relationship between
art and life. This rejection of the "I" is also a rejection of the world based on the
subject-object duality, where memory and emotion perception ability break.
Arguably, this blurring of distinctions between composers, performers and listeners
is ongoing evidence of a change society, not only in the structure of society, but the
feelings that people have toward each other. (Cage, John 1970)
It is crucial and hopeful, as well as lucky and reassuring to understand that life and
the everyday acts are necessary to understand the art, life and art are not watertight
compartments in thought. The intention of John Cage and the contemporary art
movement is gauging the art through life.
Sometimes we blur the distinction between art and life, sometimes we try to clarify
it. We hold onto one leg. We argue about the two. (Cage, John 1970)
This reflection is key to understanding how learning proceeds, how to understand
the objectives and methodologies to address and not separate individuals who are one,
both physically, intellectually or emotionally.
I have a conscience, and spent a long time in my creative work, the permanent
transfer of issues arising in the field of painting or architecture to another medium, for
example the interaction of creative work done in each domain. I moved from painting
to architecture an idea of transmission of objects, their continuity with the outside, the
incorporation of its externality, all aspects that deny any claim to autonomy of the
architectural object. (Navarro Baldeweg, Juan 2007)
The "Art without Subject" of Joseph Beuys, is a reflection on the environment man's
engaged attitude, thus reflecting the importance of form from commitment.
Joseph Beuys aims for symbolic reconciliation between art and science.
A call to unity with the originating forces that determine life, whose discovery
should enable a whole complexion of being.(Neumann, E. 1992)
The artist says that the values of life have suffered, for that matter, have gone
through the necessary healing of an expanded concept of art.
In search of a new vision of art, stands the figure of Joseph Beuys, an artist who
knows about science through study and practice, approaches the order of the sensible,
actually trying to approach the "new order of the sensible ", while rescuing science
from the rigid, radical and rational understanding which contemporary scientists
commit to.
As Heraclitus of Ephesus said, "All existence passes through the flow of creation and
destruction." In this sense the gaze of the cycle of infinite integration of the
imagination to create the drawing as dialogue, the record as a basis for the
construction of the store, the value of the wreck or the place, are necessary
considerations with which Joseph Beuys articulates its work.
Joseph Beuys perceives this expanded vision and for him his artistry and science
expands through his creativity in order to receive more of the world and not just a
fragment thereof. Records to carry out these approaches are varied, but they are the
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"actions" which are consolidated as a key element in his work where are found the
objects and sculpture, space and time, drawing and language the body and music.
The artist's reflections focus on silence, life and death, catharsis, place and time, all
tools that seek constant provocation crisis and production mechanisms.
The format of action is chosen by the artist bythe need to involve the viewer as an
active part of the work, reflection, experimentation. This reflection can reveal another
key factors in the understanding of education as framing comes along this text.
The "action" as a record of active experimentation, according to the degree of
involvement required, the impact generated, procedure for development, derived from
its implementation, the lack of awareness of their channels and excitement raises
behind it, makes this means a key strategy to convey the knowledge and education.
The memory was a tool that forged objective knowledge, fixed and stable, helping to
work with the machines of the production system of the industrial revolution. Now the
governing rule belongs to the service sector and the media, so the memory is not
needed as the basis of the education system. Learning linked to experimentation and
mainstreaming affects more directly on the actual needs of actual training.
The concept of flow involves the exercise derived from the "action" format
revealing the innermost part of the individual who has to respond to the guidelines that
the process generates, not the rational side through knowledge acquired and
implemented, rooted knowledge -that is very different to the above mentioned and to
the hidden knowledge (the one that is innate), belonging to oneself and establishing
together with individual talent, education must influence in a direct to strengthen and
expand.
Through the "Architecture without Building" of Enric Miralles, we can see how this
exercise, in which we navigated through James Joyce, John Cage and Joseph Beuys, as
well as a teaching aimed in this direction, strengthens training in the field of art,
creativity and intelligence projective.
Enric Miralles's work intended as the ultimate goal, approachs the complexity of
reality through the tools we have as an architect. In this sense, it is not just building
process that the architect has to get closer to truly understanding, it is the process of
architecture, the profile of the architect and the attitude which helps to approach. This
tool is provided as a reflection, a chance, intuition, the place, the time, the ruin, the
trace, error, imagination, substance, dialogue, distracted look, and actions like the
discovery, store, walk, play, score.
Careful log of plastic communication generates, helps Enric Miralles to establish a
rich dialogue with all the factors involved, making the architecture an infinite process,
where the construction is an intermediate state of the architecture process, although
the final the architect.
Educating for communication and dialogue with oneself to debug processes through
plastic registers and creative resources, helps to achieve project and content richness
unattainable for one who has not been educated in these values and in this
management.
Enric Miralles was fully aware of his actions, also the starting field, and their tools.
So its his architecture was real, was approaching the complexity of reality and gave a
service to reality.
The authentic exercise of compromiso of persons in the middle of what they do
involves understanding the actual training that person needs. In this way and outside
the pre-established codes we can knowingly form the cause.
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Through the foregoing considerations it is clear that interdisciplinary and
mainstreaming in the structures of the contents, and in general spacetime, trains and
helps without casualties or injuries, serving a reality inherent in the definitions of game
but which should especially result in an attentive, analytical and critical engagement
system where we establish and can focus with this look and decide strategies in
freedom.
The real crisis of architecture lies in the bad procedures of teachers, who are the
architects of the architecture outside.
The contradiction is an appearance.
The reality that defines today's architectural appearance.
We must rescue the true scope of the architect and architecture, the reality of
architecture.
Education must be rebuilt.

Methodology
The paper presented contains certain insights drawn from my PhD: "Architecture is
not building".
PhD methodological strategies began with readings, reviewing critical and analytical
issues of the discipline of architecture, followed by a concern to meet the architectural
project methodology as activity revealing the identity of the discipline.
To do this, I structured a parallelism between artists from the world of visual art,
literature and music, which allowed me to see how the architecture has to be
processed in parameters and attitudes like the other arts.
All this, in a context such as Spanish, where the architecture is far from these
methodologies and belongs to the world of science and technology, both professionally
and training.
This parallelism found is the result of dialogue between Enric Miralles, architect
with a strategy and attitude to architecture and its processes, and timely contemporary
and other chosen artists. The result is a series of records and attitudes common action
against the project processes.
It is my job after my PhD research, and to observe and investigate through different
subjects I teach, and my commitment to the research on teaching, of which I am part of
the university EINA, that structured this release .
Rescuing those parallels and identities cross found in my research, restated what
should be a teaching attitude against project processes, and not only in architecture
but in art.
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